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    Through the centuries, artists have rendered this SECOND annunciation scene 
as recorded in the first chapter of Luke’s Gospel in very formal tones. Mary and 
the messenger/angel have been presented and preserved for posterity in wood, 
paint, stained glass and marble. While the styles and colors have varied, Mary is 
always depicted as the picture of femininity, dressed in yards and yards of silk or 
brocade. 
    Her hair is often painted as though reflecting a golden luster, plaited like a 
crown around her head. Have you noticed that her nails are perfectly manicured? 
Her Caucasian hands look soft and smooth as if they had never been engaged in 
any daily labor. She looks so composed that it’s difficult to remember that she is a 
young teen who has had precious little experience with men, or angels, or the 
world. 
    She is usually depicted either spinning cloth or reading at her prayer desk. Too 
bad that in actuality, women of her day received no formal education, so she 
likely could not read. Still, she is absorbed in her work, or ‘study’ with that 
dreamy-faraway look, when out of nowhere, comes a magnificent angel, dressed 
as lavishly as Mary is. This messenger is usually adorned like a papal emissary with 
a crown on the head or a garland of flowers studded with flames. Often there is a 
scepter in one hand, arms are outstretched as with a greeting. And in most 
depictions there are great, feathered white wings. In at least one medieval 
painting, they are the feathers of a peacock, all iridescent greens and blues. In the 
other hand of the messenger/angel there is usually a lily or an olive branch – signs 
of the purity, peace and authority Gabriel brings from above. 
    Somewhere in the annunciation scene we can usually find a dove, the sign that 
what is happening is of the Holy Spirit. But down below the firmament, the 
heavens - everything focuses on Mary. And notice ….the angel Gabriel is NOT 
standing over her; he is kneeling in front of the young girl upon whose answer he, 
and God, and the whole of creation depend. 
    Curiously, Mary did not really get to GIVE an answer, did she? The angel did not 
ask her if she would like to be the mother of God’s Son. No, he started out with a 
kind of blessing by saying, “Greetings, favored one!” Then, apparently seeing her 
perplexed and startled look said, “Do not be afraid.” He told her that God had 
chosen her; that she would bear a son, and that he would be the King of Israel 
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forever. The angel did not ask her how that sounded to her, and whether she 
would like to ‘audition’ for the role. There was no “asking” at all here; it was more 
of … an assumption, a grand assumption. The Lord is with you, Gabriel told her, 
and Luke tells us that Mary was “much perplexed” by his words; as if we could 
expect her to be otherwise. 
    Though Mary probably could not read, that did not mean she had not been 
taught, or was ignorant. Girls in that day overheard to the lessons taught to the 
boys, and therefore she likely knew the Hebrew Scriptures. She had likely heard 
about the Garden of Eden. Way back in the Garden of Eden, tradition said that 
God made a woman out of a man. Now here God is about to make a man out of a 
woman, reminding us once again that life is a product of God’s divine will, not 
ours. And Mary probably also remembered how tradition said that Eve had kind 
of ‘bungled things up’ by believing what she was told by an equally strange 
creature.  Perhaps Mary did not want to make the same mistake; so she quickly 
questioned the angel with, “How can this be?” 
    She wanted to know exactly whose idea this was, and exactly how it would 
happen. She wanted to make sense out of what made no sense: God had decided 
to surrender to flesh and blood but needed her help? Apparently God needed her 
to surrender as well in order to carry out the plan which was to bring forth 
salvation. So Mary asks one question, receives an answer, and with that adopts 
God’s vision as her own…. 
    But the pattern here is as old as God’s call to Abraham and Moses. Mary is the 
latest in a long line of God’s ‘chosen ones,’ all of whom have done their part to 
‘prepare the way of the Lord.’ She is not the youngest, even as a teen – Samuel 
was likely younger as a boy. Nor was she the first woman – Sarah, Hannah and 
Elizabeth all preceded her. But what sets Mary apart is the level of her intimacy 
with God, and her utter trust in God to make everything happen just as Gabriel, 
the messenger, said. “How can this be?” Mary asked, and that was the ONLY 
question she asked the messenger. 
    Now, there are several other questions which I believe I would have asked - 
perhaps the same ones Mary had swirling around in her head: “Will Joseph stick 
around when he hears this news?” “Will my parents still love me, or will they 
disown me?” “Will my friends stand by me, or will I get dragged into the town 
square and stoned as punishment for what many will think I have done – you 
know, for supposedly ‘sleeping around’?” “Will the labor be hard?” “Will there be 
someone there to help me when my time comes?” “You say the child will be King 
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of Israel, but where will that leave me?” “Will I survive his birth?” “What about 
me?” 
    Yet, if such questions occurred to Mary, she did not voice them aloud.  
According to Luke, she listened as the angel Gabriel told the scantest of details 
about how it would all come to pass, before it became to her turn to speak…. It 
was going to happen – that much seemed clear – God had put it all into motion. 
Yet she still had a choice – and a voice - whether to say ‘yes’ to it or not, whether 
to take hold of the unknown life the angel held out to her, or to defend herself 
against it however she could. 
    Mary was the only one in the history of the world who had that particular 
decision to make. The Eastern Orthodox Church knows her as theo-to-kos, “the 
God bearer.” She was the one who consented passively, by not protesting to 
carry, to give birth, and to raise the Son of God. Only one person was ever drafted 
to do that. 
    And while we of the Reformed faith, do not hold Mary in the same level of 
veneration as some other Christian traditions, it is still hard not to hear her story 
without giving her great respect. Likewise, it is difficult to hear her story without 
hearing more than a little of our own story as well – stories of things that have 
sort of ‘happened TO us’ without our really choosing. 
    There is a lot of talk these days about the choices we have, and about how it is 
up to each of us to choose our own lives. But more often than not, like with this 
incident with Mary, our lives seem to choose us. Our best ten-year plans are often 
interrupted by life’s own plans for us: by sudden illness and surprising babies; by 
aging parents and a by an unexpected economy. 
    Difficult things happen and wonderful things happen, but seldom do we know 
ahead of time what is going to happen to us. Like Mary, our choices often boil 
down to a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’: ‘yes’, I will live this life that is being held out to me or 
‘no’, I will not; ‘yes’, I will explore this unexpected turn of events, or ‘no’, I will 
not. 
    And if we decide to say ‘no’, all we have to do is simply drop our eyes and 
refuse to look up until the angel has left the room. Then we get to smooth our 
hair and go back to our spinning or our reading, or whatever it was we were doing 
and pretend that nothing happened. If our lives begin to change anyway, we have 
several options: First of all we can be stoic and take what comes, without 
resistance, like a martyr. Or we can refuse to accept it; we can put all of our 
energy into ignoring it and insist that in spite of the evidence that it is really not 
happening to us. 
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    If that doesn’t work we can become angry, actively defending oneself against 
the unknown and spending our time getting our life back to the way it used to be.  
And then of course, we can become bitter, comparing oneself to everyone else 
whose life is more pleasant and agreeable; we can lament our unhappy fate. And 
if we succeed in this course of action, our lives may not be easy, but we can be 
assured that no angels will ever trouble us again. 
    Or … or we can decide to say ‘yes’…. We can decide to be a risk-taker. We can 
set our spinning down or book down or TV remote down and listen to a strange 
creature’s even stranger ideas. We can decide to take part on a plan that we did 
not choose, doing things we do not necessarily know how to do, for reasons we 
do not entirely understand. We can take part in a thrilling scheme with no script 
and no guarantees. We can agree to let God into our world and follow where God 
lead, trusting solely in God’s love, mercy and grace.  
    I don’t know if you noticed but I began this sermon by stating that Gabriel’s visit 
to Mary was the SECOND annunciation in this first chapter of Luke. Before the 
text we shared today, Luke begins this chapter with Gabriel’s visit to Zechariah. 
While this visit to Zechariah is the first annunciation scene, it does not show up in 
most Christmas pageants, and is hardly ever depicted in Christian art or on 
Christmas cards. Still it is a mirror image of the annunciation that follows of the 
visit to Mary. Zechariah and Elizabeth are an older couple; Elizabeth the cousin of 
Mary. In this case Gabriel delivers his birth announcement to the father, not the 
mother. 
   Naturally, Zechariah questions the news, just as Mary does, only Zachariah is 
struck dumb for his impertinence while Mary is given an answer. Later Zechariah’s 
son, named John – later to become John the Baptist - is born, and Zachariah sings 
a song of his own toward the end of Luke’s first chapter.  Zechariah’s story wraps 
around Mary’s story, foreshadowing the relationships of their children. But both 
stories are announcements! 
    Both accounts also happen under the shadow of the wings of Gabriel. The 
messenger of God does not come to ask these human beings if they are available 
for God’s purposes. The angel comes to announce what God is doing through 
them. Their consent is beside the point. Their calling and job is not to make 
something happen, but to align themselves with what is already happening by the 
grace of God. The word is becoming flesh – their flesh – An event that causes 
them BOTH to sing for joy…. 
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    The word “angel” in the Greek simply means “messenger.” Angels are 
messengers of God. That is why artists portrayed them with wings. I mean, how 
else would they get from God above to earth below, unless they can fly? Gabriel 
was the messenger from God, to both Zechariah and Mary. 
    But there are two things worth noticing about Gabriel’s encounter with Mary. 
First, Mary was greatly “perplexed” by the words of the messenger – “perplexed” 
is likely a softer way of saying she was “scared to death.” Though Gabriel called 
Mary “favored one” there is no indication that she ever felt “favored,” at least at 
first. Mary knew enough about the real, living God of Israel, that she knew a 
message from God might be something to be perplexed about. The angel did not 
come to tell Mary that she was going to be protected while crossing the street. 
The messenger came to tell her that she had been selected by God to change the 
whole world through the advent of the Messiah. The Holy God doesn’t indulge in 
trivialities. If we check out the rest of scripture, we will find that these 
messengers don’t appear often. But when they do appear, they are usually a 
signal that something big, strange and wonderful is about to happen. 
    Secondly, we can note how this account of Mary’s encounter with the 
messenger ends. Mary doesn’t say, “Now I know that I am going to be protected 
and comforted for the rest of my life by my personal guardian angel.” No, what 
Mary says is, “Here I am, the servant of the Lord; let it be with me according to 
your word.” In other words, Mary said, “I’m not sure what all of this means, but 
nevertheless, here I am, ready to be of service in the work of the Lord.” 
    So if by chance this Christmas any of us should encounter such a messenger – 
 like the ones who greeted the shepherds while they were working the night shift; 
or the one who tapped Zechariah on the shoulder; or one like Gabriel who 
surprised Mary announcing to her that , even though the world might regard her 
as lowly, God was going to enlist her in the salvation of the world – well, let’s 
hope and pray that we might be given the grace to respond like Mary: to be able 
to say, “Here I am… let it be with me according to your word.”   Amen.  
  


